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TH E ERAI LROAD GAZETTE.

graduating the installments as he increases his mileage. The

average passenger man will say that is too complicated and

will spend hours over some far less productive and far more

complicated table of through rates and tours and expensive

advertising. I trust I have made myself clear. Perhaps I

ought to have kept up the publication of these matters until

they had been fully realized and grasped and admitted, but

that is something which demanded too severe a criticism of

the men and the times and was more than 1 was able to un-

dertake or justified in undertaking.

Passenger traffic has never yet been studied properly to

fulﬁll its true status in the economy of transportation. It is

the means of doing great good and acts as an educator. It
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has its two mental forms, the narrow or tory side, and the

progressive or liberal side; but so long as railrcads are or-

ganized for stock purposes and not for traﬂic, for construc-

tion proﬁts and not for revenue. so long will the conduct of

railroads evincea great lack of any sympathy with men who

are students of the economy and science of passenger. or, for

the matter of that. of any, transportation.

Feeling this I have decided that time must elapse before

progress in the direction of the reforms indicated can be

hoped for. J. FRANCIS Lne.

[The point at issue between Mr. Lee and the Gazette

is largely a matter of names. On practice, we should

probably nearly agree ; he simply insists that such

practice involves the principle of classiﬁcation. Per-

haps it does ; but the form which such a principle

would take in passenger business is so different from

its recognized application in the freight business that

most people would be misled by using the same word

for the two things.—Eni'roR RAILROAD GAzi;'r'rr-1.]

The Tnomson Rail Joint-

The joint shown in the accompanying illustrations was de-

signed about l8 months ago and is patented by Mr. M. W.

Thomson, Engineer of Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania

Railroad. and is made by the Cainbria Iron Company. It is in

use for trial on about two miles of the Pennsylvania, and one

mile has just been rolled for the Chicago 8: Northwestern.

The illustrations show the joint in prospective, a. sectional

elevation and a side elevation, and no description is neces-

sary. As here shown the joint weighs 80 lbs. The punching

of the hcles for the bolts through the web is varied. As

shown here the joint is punched for the Pennsylvania 4-hole

rail. Others are punched 14 in. apart, to lit the middle holes

of the 6-hole rail. Other variations from these drawings

have not been made so far, but Mr. Thomson has some ex-

pectation of dispensing with the long bolts through the base,

and joints without those bolts are now in track for trial.

One feature of this joint which is considered particularly

valuable is the extent to which it can be adjusted for wear

by tightening the bolts. As wear proceeds a tight joint can

always be secured by drawing the two parts up on the

ﬂange. and this play makes it possible to apply a joint» of one

section to rails of diﬂerent weights. It is suggested further

that with rails of unusually thin ﬂanges thin packing strips

of sheet iron can be inserted.' One make of joint can be ap-

plied to rails varying between 56 and 75 lbs.

The joint has the great advantage of getting the bearing

on the foot of the rail instead of under the head, and odors a

large bearir g surface. Not only is the wear of the joint thus

reduced, but most of strain is taken off the bolts. A certain

advantage is claimed. and will probably be realized, in that

the spring of the plates will keep a uniform elastic strain on

the nuts, dispensing, perhaps, with nut locks. The joint is

unusually deep, and has great vertical strength, but whether

or not it will need added strength in the middle, at the top of

the vertical member, remains to be proved. This could

